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• Arrest the human rights activist Ismail Abdi 

• The human rights activist Abdul Hafiz Abdul Rahman has been sentenced  

• A Kurdish detainee has been sentenced five months in prison 

• Military Court in Aleppo sentenced two Kurdish detainees  

• Arrest a teacher for silent protest and a citizen in his way to leave Syria 

• The disappearance of citizens after calling them to the security branch in Amuda city 

• Raiding citizens house and arresting them in Damascus 

• The death of a Kurdish detainee in the Syrian security department 
 

Arrest the human rights activist Ismail Abdi 
The Security authorities in Aleppo airport on 08/23/2010 arrested the human rights activist Ismail 

Abdi, a member of the Board of the public freedoms and Human Rights Committees in Syria. 

Mr. Ismail Abdi bin Muhammad, born in the Amuda city in the province of Hasaka 1960, and has 

lived in Germany since 1997 and holds the German citizenship, he was going to return to Germany 

after spending his summer vacation with his family in Syria, when he has been arrested, and the 

authorities allowed his family to return to Germany without him. 

 

The human rights activist Abdul Hafiz Abdul Rahman has been sentenced  

The third military Judge in  Aleppo sentenced in 09/29/2010 the human rights activist Abdul Hafiz 

Abdul Rahman to a year in prison, a member of the board of the Human Rights Organization in 

Syria – MAF.  
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Mr. Abdel-Hafiz Abd al-Rahman, born in Qameshli 1965, has been arrested in Aleppo on  

03/02/2010 and released upon a request of the release made by his lawyer in  09/01/2010. 

 

A Kurdish detainee has been sentenced five months in prison 
The Second Military judge in Aleppo sentenced five months  in prison to Mr. Mohamed Ramadan 

from Ain Arab region , in charge of incitement to conflict between communities and the various 

elements of the nation in accordance with Article 307 of the Syrian Penal Code. 

In another  case The first military  investigations judge in  Aleppo accused the activist Manal 

Ibrahim Ibrahim in charge of belonging to a political organization that aims to separate a part of 

the Syrian territory and  incorporate it a foreign country. And according to the accusing decision 

she  was referred to the Military Court in Aleppo. 

 

Military Court in Aleppo sentenced two Kurdish detainees  

The military Court in Aleppo on 09/26/2010 sentenced  Mr. Ibrahim Tayfur for a year and a half in 

prison on charge of speeches and actions and writings that would disturb relations with a foreign 

country. The Court also sentenced Mr. Ali Mohamed Tammo from Ras al-Ain city for two years 

for the same reason. 

 

Arrest a teacher for silent protest and a citizen in his way to leave Syria 
The Political Security branch in Hasakah on 9/21/2010 arrested the resigned teacher Jamal Ibrahim 

Mange after several calls and questionings on charge  of protseting five minutes of silence against  

the decree No. 49 of 2008 with other citizens as response of the invitation of several Kurdish 

parties. 

And a security patrol also arrested the citizen Massoud Selou bin Ali Bachok from the village of 

Deir Ghoson in Qameshli - Nisibis border checkpoint when he was going to depart Syria to 

Germany where he lives, after spending a month vacation in Syria. 

Patrol of Political Security branch in Hasakah raided a citizen house and arrested him 

A patrol of the Political Security branch in Hasakah on 12/09/2010 raided Mr. Muslim Hussein  

Abbas in the village of Tal Karam - Derbassiyeh region in the province of Hassake, and arrested 

him. The detainee was born in the village of Tal Karam 1975 and holds a secondary school 

certificate, a married father of five children. 

 

The disappearance of citizens after calling them to the security branch in Amuda city 

No news about four citizens: Dr. Luqman Hussein, Abdul Ghafor Hussein, Saad Farhan Hassan, 

Salah Saeed Sheikhmos from Amuda city since calling  them on the morning of 15.09.2010 by the 

State Security branch in Amuda city. Their families said that the four  has been  transferred to the 

State Security branch in Qameshli, without knowing anything about the charges or the reason for 

their arrest. 

 

Raiding  citizens house and arresting them in Damascus 
A Political Security patrol in Damascus raided the house of citizens Jihad Abdul-Rahman Ali and 

Faraz Faisal on 20/09/2010 , in the neighborhood of the Wadi Almashri`e  in Damascus, and 

arrested them. The two has been called and questioned several times on charge of setting fire in the 

night of Newroz 2010. 

 

The death of a Kurdish detainee in the Syrian security department 
Mr. Riad Ahmed Khalil, born 1968, died on 28.08.2010 in mysterious circumstances while 

detained by Syrian security services that arrested him and his two sons Ahmad and Damhat two 

months before. The authorities said  that he had died as a result of internal bleeding. The body has 

been buried in the same day of his death under tight security in the presence of his parents and his 

wife only, while his two sons were not allowed to participate in the funeral of their father, and still 

detained.                                                


